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Christians spend so much time talking about the fact that Jesus was God incarnate, that 

Jesus wore skin, that we seem to forget that we do too.  Just yesterday at the women’s retreat 

someone asked me about the Apostle’s Creed and the part where it says, “I believe in the 

resurrection of the body.”   

“When we say that,” she asked, “are we talking about Jesus’ body or our body?”   

“Both,” I said.  

And then I gave a very incomplete answer about how early Christians were really 

concerned about countering of the culture of their day that said the soul was good and the body 

was bad.  They were trying to claim our bodies as part of who we are, as part of our faith, in this 

life and the next.   

That may be what we believe, we may believe that God wore skin, but it doesn’t always 

mean we’re comfortable in our own.  It doesn’t always mean that we know how to live an 

embodied faith.  Or that we know how to talk about our bodies from a place of faith.  Recently, I 

heard a preacher preaching a very matter-of-fact sermon about bodies, something I totally agreed 

with, but it still made me a little squeamish.  Listen along with me:   

“I think it is important,” she said, “to pray naked in front of a full-length mirror 

sometimes, especially when you are full of loathing for your body.  Maybe you think you are too 

heavy.  Maybe you never liked the way your hipbones stick out. Do your breasts sag?  Are you 

too hairy?  It is always something.  Then again, maybe you have been sick, or come through 

some surgery that has changed the way you look.  You have gotten glimpses of your body as you 

have bathed or changed clothes, but so far maintaining your equilibrium has depended upon 

staying covered up as much as you can.   

“This can only go on so long, especially for someone who officially believes that God 

loves flesh and blood, no matter what kind of shape it is in.  Whether you are sick or well, lovely 

or irregular, there comes a time when it is vitally important for your spiritual health to drop your 

clothes, look in the mirror, and say, ‘Here I am.  This is the body-like-no-other that my life has 

shaped.  I live here.  This is my soul’s address.’   

After you have taken a good look around, you may decide that there is a lot to be thankful for, all 

things considered.  Bodies take real beatings.  That they heal from most things is an underrated 

miracle.  That they give birth is beyond reckoning.   

“One of the truer things about bodies is that it is just about impossible to increase the 

reverence I show mine without also increasing the reverence I show yours.  However differently 

you and I may conceive the world, God, or one another, physical reality is something we can 

usually agree on.  When the temperature drops below 32 degrees, I am as cold as whoever 

happens to be standing next to me.  When I see someone run into a piece of furniture, catching 

the corner of a table right in the thigh, my own thigh hurts in that same exact place.  When I am 

sitting next to someone in a meeting and our stomachs growl at the same time, we both shift in 

our seats, unable to ignore a connection more fundamental than knowing each other’s name.  



When I watch a perfect stranger open her mouth for a bite of Key lime pie at my favorite 

Mexican restaurant, my mouth starts watering without my permission.   

“My body is what connects me to all these other people.  Wearing my skin is not a solitary 

practice but one that brings me into communion with all these other embodied souls.  It is what 

we have most in common with one another.  In Christian teaching, followers of Jesus are called 

to honor the bodies of our neighbors as we honor our own.  What many of us miss, in our 

physical dis-ease, is that our bodies remain God’s best way of getting to us.”1   

So, it should come as no surprise that bodies were where it all started for Adam and Eve.  

At this point in the fledgling creation narrative, Adam has a world full of possibility at his 

fingertips.  Adventures awaiting, terrain to explore, animals to discover, but as he looks around 

at a world brimming with life, he feels alone.  We’ve all been in that place – surrounded by 

activity but so lonely on the inside.  Looking around, Adam doesn’t recognize himself in any of 

the creatures beside him; none of them feel quite familiar enough.  It’s like being a freshman in 

college and thinking, “none of this is familiar; none of this is how my family does it.”  That is, 

until Adam turns and sees Eve.  “Finally,” he says, “bone of my bone and flesh of my flesh.”  It’s 

amazing to recognize one’s self in another.  Amazing to think, “At last, someone who sees me, 

someone who gets me.”   

And, it’s amazing that we don’t have that experience more often because, really, this gives 

us a lot in common with everyone else.  Really, shouldn’t we be able to turn to anyone and say, 

“Bone of my bone and flesh of my flesh”?  But, we are currently quite far from recognizing 

ourselves in each other.  Did you see the news this weekend?  News that said that no matter 

where people fall on the political spectrum, the majority of people don’t recognize this country 

anymore, don’t recognize each other like they used to.  The majority of people feel like they live 

among strangers.  Our disagreements – substantive and important, though they may be – have 

caused us to stop seeing each other, caused us to stop seeing the humanity in each other.   

But, in the midst of this bleak, discouraging news, there was a glimmer of hope, and, of 

all places, it came from Instagram.  If you read Eat, Pray, Love, then you know its author 

Elizabeth Gilbert.  It didn’t come through much in that book, but Gilbert is relatively political on 

social media, and last Monday she posted something that seemed like it was going to fit the usual 

partisan trope, but it didn’t.  Her post started: “Dear Ones: It’s Monday morning and the awful news 
cycle is about to begin again. Before I start getting high off the crack pipe of outrage, I decided to do an 
integrity check on myself. It’s not fun or pretty, but here goes….” 

And then she listed six ways, in detail, that she has been guilty of the same things she is 

currently faulting her political adversaries for.  In the midst of the insanity that has been swirling, 

it was a moment of grace to watch this woman see her adversaries’ vulnerability, and instead of 

lunging at their Achilles’ heel, she pointed to it and said, “bone of my bone, flesh of my flesh.”   

It is often preached that when Adam said those words to Eve, it was because he saw a 

companion in her.  The word “companion” literally means “someone who eats the same bread.”  

That’s what we hope to proclaim this morning on World Communion Sunday – that whether you 

eat tortillas or naan or injera or cornbread or sourdough – we are companions in Christ, 

companions on the journey of faith, people who turn and recognize the humanity in the 

embodied souls around us, people who know that one of the most compassionate things we can 

say to another person is, “at last, bone of my bone, and flesh of my flesh.”  Amen. 
 

                                                           
1 Barbara Brown Taylor in An Altar in the World. 


